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OVERVIEW

Tripco – the future of public
transport in Bulgaria and beyond.
Our innovative model seamlessly
connects passengers, Public
Transport Operators (PTOs) and
Public Transport Authorities
(PTAs). With our comprehensive
database and user-friendly apps,
we’re redefining travel with ease,
efficiency, and smart solutions.

Our robust database serves as the backbone of our operation,
providing essential information about routes, schedules, fares,
and more.

Comprehensive Database: 

Our user-friendly mobile app empowers passengers to plan their
journeys effortlessly, purchase tickets in advance, and access
real-time updates on routes and schedules.

Passenger App

For Public Transport Operators, our dedicated app streamlines
operations, enabling efficient ticket scanning, seat management,
trip setup, and communication with passengers.

Operators' App:

Tripco Ltd



THE PROBLEM

Excessive use of personal
cars
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Tripco introduces a comprehensive app for
real-time public transport (PT) vehicle
tracking, providing accurate and reliable
data to encourage the use of public
transport.

Utilises a centralised database to optimise
the national network, improving service
reliability and efficiency, and making PT a
more attractive option.

THE SOLUTION
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Simplifies the PT experience with easy, in-
app ticket purchases, reducing the need for
personal vehicle use.

Unreliable mobility data

Misinformation

Limited insight into the
national network.
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Tripco will introduce the first
national multimodal trip planner
in Bulgaria, revolutionising travel
options across the country. By
simplifying journey planning,
ticket purchasing, and travel
updates, we empower passengers
to navigate seamlessly and
prioritize their satisfaction,
making public transport the
preferred choice in Bulgaria.

Tripco Ltd

Centralised National Transport
Data Hub

Tripco establishes a centralized
data hub using Transmodel-
based standardised data,
ensuring reliability and up-to-
date information. This empowers
PTAs with analytical insights to
optimize the network.
Additionally, Tripco's platform
seamlessly integrates with
existing operator platforms,
maximizing efficiency and
facilitating adoption.

Empowering Passengers with
National Multimodal Trip

Planning 

Innovative Mobile Payment
Solutions for Operators

Innovative Mobile App for
Transport Operators: Tripco offers
an innovative mobile app tailored
specifically for transport
operators. With features like
mobile payment solutions that
transform devices into Point of
Sale (POS) terminals, operators
can optimize operations, increase
visibility, and attract more
passengers, propelling Tripco as a
pioneer in the global public
transport industry.

OBJECTIVES



B2C 

B2B

Individual Passengers

Public Transport Operators
Public Transport Authorities
Micromobility Companies
Taxi Companies
Local Airplane Companies
Data Consuming Platforms
Event organizing companies
Other

TARGET
AUDIENCE

Tripco's target audience
encompasses both individual
passengers seeking seamless
travel experiences and a
diverse range of businesses
and organizations within the
public transport ecosystem
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TIMELINE
In just one year, Tripco has achieved significant milestones, but without a tangible
product yet, edging closer to achieving our goals. Our progress demonstrates our
relentless pursuit of a business model that can disrupt public transport systems
globally, particularly in countries facing challenges similar to those in Bulgaria. Let's
delve into the key achievements that showcase our journey toward innovation and
transformation.



B2BB2C
We charge flat rate of
$ 0.5  per  ticket sale

Business model

We take 10% commission on
each ticket sale

We charge for access to our
data base.

We charge public transport
authorities for data backed up
analysis reports.

We take 6%(avg) commission
on each affiliate transaction

Bridging B2C and B2B in Public Transportation
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Search for a route Book a ticket Travel with confidence

B2C
THE PROCESS
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BUSINESS MODEL

Real time salesGeo trackSign in Report to system Data export

Tripco LtdB2BTHE PROCESS



CAPABILITIES AND RISKS

Strengths

Opportunities

Weaknesses

Threats

Tripco's strengths lie in its innovative approach to public
transport, its comprehensive database infrastructure,
and its ability to adapt to evolving market demands.
Additionally, as a new business, Tripco can immediately
implement the latest innovations to stay ahead of the
curve.

There is a significant opportunity for Tripco to capitalize
on the growing demand for smart transportation
solutions, particularly in regions where public transport
systems are inefficient or outdated. As public
transportation and micromobility gain more popularity as
part of the fight against global warming, Tripco can
position itself as a leader in sustainable transportation
solutions.

While Tripco has made strides in development, its lack
of a fully launched product and no market penetration
yet pose challenges for immediate revenue generation.
Furthermore, it operates in a competitive market where
established players may have greater resources and
market share.

Competition from established transportation
companies and regulatory hurdles present potential
threats to Tripco's market entry and growth.
Additionally, economic and political downturns could
impact the adoption of Tripco's solutions, affecting
funding and market stability.

Tripco Ltd



MARKET SIZE

Balkans Worldwide

 +$113.1 BILLION
 USERS: 0.54 BILLION

ONLINE SALES: 27% OR
145.8 MILLION

Europe

The global public transportation market is on a trajectory of steady growth, presenting Tripco with a significant opportunity to

tap into expanding demand for digital mobility solutions. This anticipated market expansion across various regions, including

the Balkans, underscores a compelling opportunity for Tripco to innovate and lead in enhancing public transport accessibility

and efficiency.

+$291.8 BILLION
USERS: 4.5 BILLION

ONLINE SALES: 25%OR
1.125 BILLION

+$0.46 BILLION
USERS: 4.52 MILLION

ONLINE SALES: 23% OR  
1.04 MILLION

+$5.94 BILLION
 USERS: 86.08MILLION

 ONLINE SALES: 21% OR 
16.05 MILLION 

Bulgaria

Source:Statista 

2028
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MARKET SIZE

Tripco
Market share

Online bookings
Serviceable Available

Market

+4.5 BILLION
USERS

Public transport trips
booked (WORLDWIDE)
Total Available Market

2028

1.125 BILLION 
ONLINE SALES

10 MILLION
SALES
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BUSINESS MODEL

$25.8
MILLION

Tripco Ltd

Tripco
Market share

2028

10 MILLION
SALES

We take a 10% commission on each transaction from the
operators, 

$0.5 per sale from passengers and $0.001 per API request

TOTAL REVENUE
2024-2028

800 MILLION API
REQUESTS

Related products
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Local providers

COMPETITORS 

Service/product innovation

HIGH

BROADNICHE

LOW

Traditional vending
companies

The public transportation market is highly competitive, fostering a vibrant
ecosystem where innovation thrives. We recognize and appreciate this

competition, as it drives us all to continuously seek and implement
groundbreaking solutions that enhance the overall public transport

experience for users worldwide.

Market share



PIONEERING PRESENCE

We are the first to market in
Bulgaria, creating a tool that allows

to people to travel effortlessly 

WE STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD Tripco Ltd

INTEGRATED MULTI-MODAL
JOURNEY PLANNING

Seamless travel across multiple
modes with our integrated journey

planner

ADVANCED TICKETING
SOLUTIONS

Cutting-edge ticketing with digital
wallets, QR codes, and soft POS

DATA-DRIVEN  INSIGHTS

Empowering decisions with
comprehensive analytics for

operators and cities

EUROPEAN DATA
STANDARTS COMLIANCE

Exceeding European transit data
standards for superior accuracy

and reliability.

LOCAL FOCUS WITH
GLOBAL POTENTIAL

Expertise in Bulgaria with scalable
solutions for global market

transformation



LEADING THE PROJECT

Led by Manuela Maneva, the team unites diverse
talents committed to provide a problem solving
product on the market. With a track record of running
a sustainable business since 2012, Manuela's
leadership is bolstered by a dynamic network of
volunteers—ranging from data experts and
computer scientists to transport professionals. This
collective expertise, paired with strategic
partnerships for legal, financial, and creative
services, embodies our project's innovative spirit and
operational excellence.

Manuela Maneva
Founder

Tripco Ltd



Vision for Growth: Aim to
capture a significant share of a
$1B+ emerging market with our
innovative solution.
Early-Bird Advantage: Early
investors will have a unique
opportunity for favorable terms
and to be part of a potentially
disruptive solution from the
ground floor.

Tripco Ltd

Investment Ask
300,000 euro

Use of Funds:
50% Product
Development (Building
MVP/Prototype)
30% Market Research
(Validating market fit
and customer needs)
20% Operational Costs
(Legal, administrative,
and other startup costs)

Equity Offered
Negotiable

Milestones with Your
Investment

MVP Development: Complete by
Q3 2024
Market Validation: Conduct
comprehensive market research
and initial customer feedback by
Q4 2024
Fundraising Goals: Prepare for a
larger seed round in 2025 based
on MVP success and market
validation

INVEST IN TRIPCO JOIN OUR JOURNEY
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THANK YOU
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